Immune 11X is a safe help supplement made by Dr. Joshua Levitt and Immune 11X. Immune 11X
business sectors the supplement as "The #1 Way to Support the Immune System." By taking Immune
11X day by day, you can purportedly improve inborn insusceptibility, invigorate white platelets, and
backing other resistant medical advantages.

►►Click Here to Order Immune 11X◄◄
Does Immune 11X work? Would it be advisable for you to take this supplement every day for
insusceptibility? Discover all that you need to think around Immune 11X and how it functions today in
our survey.
What is Immune 11X?
Immune 11X is a healthful supplement sold online through Immune 11X.
The supplement professes to help your safe framework utilizing regular ingredients. By taking two cases
of Immune 11X day by day, you can purportedly improve your body's regular guards, supporting your
capacity to react to contaminations, sickness, and ailment.
Immune 11X was planned by Dr. Joshua Levitt, a board-ensured naturopathic specialist who runs a
comprehensive medication practice in New England. Dr. Levitt dispatched Immune 11X to join current
medication with naturopathy. Immune 11X is a blend of proven regular medication with current science.
As a feature of a 2021 advancement, Immune 11X parts with a "free" jug of Immune 11X (pay $12.95
transporting). Then again, you can purchase three containers of the recipe for just $27.
How Does Immune 11X Work?
Immune 11X cases to help safe wellbeing utilizing 11 ingredients. By taking two cases of Immune 11X
every day, you can augment the force of these invulnerable supporting ingredients. The ingredients
supplement each other, with the impacts working to help invulnerability in more than one way.
Immune 11X contains an ix of nutrients, minerals, natural and plant concentrates, cell reinforcements,
and different mixtures to accomplish these advantages.
Here is a portion of the impacts you can expect after taking Immune 11X, as per the authority site:
Upgrade Innate Immunity: Immune 11X cases to build up the mucosal surfaces of your nose, mouth,
throat, and lungs, improving your intrinsic resistance. Your body utilizes bodily fluid and different
frameworks to protect itself. Immune 11X cases to help your body's capacity to ensure itself against
poisons, microorganisms, microbes, and different intruders by supporting these normal protections.
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Animate White Blood Cells: White platelets assume a vital part in your invulnerable framework. Your
resistant framework sends white platelets to assault unfamiliar intruders. The ingredients in Immune
11X purportedly give your white platelets "the fuel they need" to keep an ideal resistant guard
framework.
True serenity: Immune 11X cases to assist you with breathing a sigh of relief by giving you inner
harmony. You're taking a substance that supports your insusceptibility so you can appreciate better true
serenity. At the point when you're less worried, your insusceptible framework works all the more
productively.
Cell Repair: Immune 11X cases to upgrade cell fix and tissue recuperation. Your insusceptible framework
relies upon effective cell and tissue fix. The ingredients in Immune 11X can purportedly uphold these
cycles, making it simpler for your cells and tissues to fix themselves.
A Strong Offense: An invulnerable framework isn't just about protecting your body. A decent
invulnerable framework depends on a solid offense to supplement its solid safeguard. Immune 11X
contains ingredients with antimicrobial properties, helping your body assault unfamiliar trespassers
before they sway your body.
Control Inflammatory Chemicals: Immune 11X cases to help irritation by controlling fiery synthetic
substances. To do that, Immune 11X utilizations a "Goldilocks" way to deal with intrusion: the recipe
isn't too hard and not very delicate, however, it's perfect. Immune 11X cases the ingredients in Immune
11X assist with adjusting resistant reactivity.
Polyphenols, Bioflavonoids, and Antioxidants: Many invulnerable help supplements contain
bioflavonoids and polyphenols, which are normal cancer prevention agents found in plants, natural
mixtures, and different ingredients. Cell reinforcements support solid aggravation all through your body
by killing free extremists.
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Aggravation and oxidation are connected to infection. Individuals with significant degrees of aggravation
and oxidation have a higher danger of illness. To control this danger, Immune 11X utilizations cancer
prevention agents like polyphenols Immune 11X and bioflavonoids. Immune 11X cases Immune 11X is
"stacked with regular phytochemicals [plant-based chemicals] with amazing cell reinforcement activity,"
halting free extreme harm at the source.
Who Should Use Immune 11X?
Certain individuals take Immune 11X to help their invulnerable framework against any dangers. Others
take this is because they've seen side effects of invulnerable brokenness, including weariness, stomachrelated issues, and different issues.

Dr. Levitt claims a large number of his patients come to him since they "simply don't feel great." In many
cases, these issues are followed by insusceptible framework issues.
Dr. Levitt asserts the absolute most normal side effects of invulnerable framework brokenness include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weariness
Respiratory issues
Musculoskeletal agony or joint torment
Changes in stomach related capacity
Raised feelings of anxiety
Trouble concentrating
Helpless rest

Large numbers of these impacts make a negative criticism circle. At the point when you experience
difficulty dozing, you might Immune 11X experience issues concentrating, prompting more pressure
during the day. At the point when your body is more anxious, it has less fortunate safe framework
wellbeing than it normally would.
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How Immune 11X Impacts your Innate Immune System
Dr. Levitt has planned Immune 11X to focus on your intrinsic insusceptible framework explicitly. Here
are how the Immune 11X deals page clarifies your intrinsic invulnerable framework:
"The intrinsic insusceptible framework is the piece of your invulnerable framework that is "inherent"
and has been with you since birth. It's your actual first line of guard against attack."
The inborn insusceptible framework is not the same as your versatile resistant framework. Your versatile
resistant framework gains. Your versatile resistant framework reacts to dangers throughout the long
term, recollecting how to protect your body against these dangers.
Your inborn Immune 11X resistant framework, in the interim, is your basic protection framework. It
frames a defensive safeguard around the cells of your body. You have had this inborn resistant
framework since the beginning.
If your inborn invulnerable framework is working accurately, Dr. Levitt claims it will:
•
•
•
•
•

Support actual boundaries (like the layers and bodily fluid in your nose, throat, and lungs)
Select white platelets by conveying compound messages
Initiate proteins that assault microorganisms and clear dead cells
Look for, obliterate, and discard harmful substances
Animate the versatile insusceptible framework to forestall future assaults

•

A sound intrinsic insusceptible framework does these things. Dr. Levitt prescribes taking
Immune 11X to help your normal resistant framework.
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Immune 11X Ingredients
The supplement is designated "Immune 11X" because it contains 11 ingredients connected to
insusceptibility and intrinsic safe capacity.
Dr. Levitt claims he has utilized "the most grounded strength" of every ingredients, picking clinically
viable doses to boost the impacts of the recipe. He depicts these dosages as "restorative levels,"
guaranteeing they can convey amazing insusceptible supporting advantages.
Here are the 11 ingredients in Immune 11X and how they work, as per Dr. Levitt and Immune 11X:
Nutrients A, C, and D3: Immune 11X contain three nutrients: nutrients A, C, and D3. These three
nutrients support invulnerable capacity in various ways. Nutrient An is pivotal for creating basic
invulnerable cells, and it goes about as a cancer prevention agent to help the resistance. Nutrient C
likewise works as a cancer prevention agent, and it can likewise accelerate your recuperation from
sickness. That is the reason nutrient C is perhaps the most widely recognized ingredients in insusceptible
supporting supplements and normal remedies. Nutrient D3, in the meantime, is vital for insusceptible
capacity. Individuals who don't get sufficient nutrient D (say, on the off chance that they don't get
everyday openness to daylight) will, in general, have more vulnerable resistant frameworks than
individuals with ordinary degrees of nutrient D. Immune 11X additionally guarantees the nutrient D3 in
Immune 11X may diminish the danger of specific bacterial and viral contaminations.
Zinc: Immune 11X contains one mineral – zinc. Zinc is critical for invulnerability. Like nutrient D3, zinc
lack is related to helpless invulnerable capacity. Studies show that individuals who don't get their
prescribed everyday measurements of zinc will in general have more vulnerable invulnerable
frameworks than individuals who get sufficient zinc each day.
N-Acetyl-Cysteine: Also known as NAC, this compound is critical for assisting your body with creating
immunizer reactions before they foster manifestations. NAC can be found in numerous invulnerable
help supplements and general wellbeing and health recipes.
Cordyceps: Immune 11X contains cordyceps, a customary mushroom remove utilized for centuries in
conventional Tibetan and Chinese medication. Today, science lets us know that cordyceps have
adaptogenic properties, assisting your body with reacting to physical and mental stressors. It's likewise
utilized as an overall wellbeing tonic and resistant supporter.
Skullcap: Skullcap is a homegrown concentrate that, as different ingredients in Immune 11X, has been
utilized for quite a long time to help wellbeing and health. Immune 11X cases the skullcap in Immune

11X can assist with cardiovascular and pneumonic conditions while quieting the psyche and loosening
up the body.
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Andrographis: Andrographis is one more antiquated spice utilized for insusceptibility. Today
concentrates on the show that Andrographis upgrades invulnerable capacity in different ways.
Astragalus: Astragalus was customarily used to treat diseases, increment endurance, and lift in general
essentialness. Current examination shows that astragalus is especially viable for resistant inadequacy
and related issues.
Green Tea Extract: Green tea is wealthy in cancer prevention agents that can assist your safe framework
with taking care of its work. Cell reinforcements like EGCG in green tea can uphold the insusceptible
framework by supporting solid Immune 11X aggravation, making it simpler for your safe framework to
work.
Quercetin: Quercetin is a characteristic cancer prevention agent found in specific natural products. The
quercetin in Immune 11X can purportedly diminish histamine load, improving the harmony between
immunoregulatory cells. Quercetin is found in numerous cell reinforcement supplements sold webbased today, including insusceptible promoters.
Together, these 11 ingredients give the dynamic advantages in Immune 11X, supporting insusceptibility
in different ways.
Immune 11X Ingredients Label
Immune 11X unveils the total rundown of ingredients and measurements forthright, making it simple to
contrast Immune 11X with other resistant help supplements and logical investigations.
Generally speaking, Immune 11X has unobtrusive measurements of most recorded ingredients,
including intense dosages of astragalus, skullcap, cordyceps, and NAC.
Here is the finished rundown of ingredients in Immune 11X:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

750mcg of nutrient A (83.3% DV)
230mg of nutrient C (256% DV)
25mcg of nutrient D3 (125% DV)
12mg of zinc (109% DV)
300mg of N-Acetyl-Cysteine
250mg of cordyceps (otherwise called dong Chong Xia Cao or Cordyceps Sinensis)
240mg of skullcap root remove
200mg of astragalus membranaceous root
100mg of Andrographis paniculata leaf extricate with 10% andrographolide

•
•

100mg of green tea leaf extricate with 98% polyphenols, 80% catechins, and half EGCG
100mg of quercetin dihydrate

Different ingredients including gelatin (to make the case), silica, and magnesium stearate (as fillers,
folios, and additives to hold the equation together and keep it stable).
Dr. Levitt professes to get ingredients from trustworthy sources while likewise utilizing the clinical
qualities of every ingredients, conveying the most extreme safe supporting advantages in every two
cases serving of Immune 11X.
Logical Evidence for Immune 11X
Immune 11X refers to 19 investigations to approve the cases made on its Immune 11X deals page. The
actual supplement has not been considered, nor has Immune 11X distributed its exploration in a
companion investigated diary. In any case, certain ingredients in Immune 11X have been demonstrated
to function as publicized when taken at the appropriate portions.
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One of the principal reasons individuals take nutrient C supplements is to help the resistance. Nutrient C
is a cancer prevention agent. It's additionally associated with many pieces of the safe framework.
Nutrient C aids your body produce white platelets (counting lymphocytes and phagocytes). Your body
utilizes white platelets to shield itself against diseases. As this 2017 review clarifies, nutrient C adds to
generally safeguard in more than one way. Individuals with nutrient C lack likewise will in general have
more vulnerable safe frameworks than individuals who get sufficient nutrient C.
Immune 11X likewise contains zinc, one more demonstrated insusceptible promoter. Like nutrient C,
zinc lack is related to helpless safe capacity. Studies show that your body needs zinc for by and large
human wellbeing – and explicitly for invulnerable cell wellbeing. In one late review, analysts dissected
long periods of wellbeing information and found that zinc inadequacy was connected with helpless
insusceptible capacity, feeble chemical equilibrium, cerebrum brokenness, and different issues.
N-Acetyl-l-cysteine has flooded in ubiquity lately. It became stylish in 2020 as a characteristic solution
for COVID-19. In 2020, scientists investigated proof of N-acetyl-l-cysteine (NAC). They found that it has
cell reinforcement, calming, and safe regulating attributes "that might demonstrate gainful in the
treatment and anticipation of SARS-Cov-2." NAC has been utilized in clinical practice to treat sick septic
patients – and even COVID-19 patients – as a result of these impacts.
Immune 11X likewise contains a solid portion of cordyceps, a natural medication famous in conventional
Chinese medication. In this 2011 review, specialists looked into the proof on cordyceps and closed it had
resistant supporting advantages, against cancer impacts, and different advantages. To help the safe
framework, cordyceps appear to invigorate white platelet creation and different components of the
resistant framework. Scientists found that cordyceps affected both "inborn and versatile

invulnerability." Studies on cordyceps use somewhere in the range of 5mg per kg to 50mg per kg each
day. That is higher than the portion utilized in Immune 11X.
By and large, concentrates on helping a considerable lot of the cases made on the Immune 11X deals
page. It's conceivable the ingredients in Immune 11X help intrinsic and versatile invulnerability in
different ways.
Guarantee a Free Bottle of Immune 11X
As a component of a 2021 advancement, Immune 11X parts with "free" containers of Immune 11X to
any individual who visits Immune 11X.
If you request a container through the advancement page, you pay a one-time postage expense of
$12.95. There's no "trick." You can purchase a full container of Immune 11X for $12.95.
Here's how valuing separates when requested through the advancement page:
•

1 Free Bottle of Immune 11X (30 Servings/60 Capsules): $0 + $12.95 Shipping and Handling

Guarantee a Cheap 3 Bottle Package of Immune 11X
On the other hand, the special page Immune 11X likewise has a modest three-bottle bundle of Immune
11X. Rather than following through on the normal cost of $89.95 for the three-bottle bundle, you can
purchase similar three jugs for just $27.
Here's how valuing separates:
•

3 Bottles of Immune 11X: $27 + Free US Shipping

Immune 11X Pricing
Assuming you need to arrange Immune 11X ordinarily, you can arrange the one container, three jug, or
six-bottle bundles through the super Immune 11X sites.
Here are how valuing separates for every one of the bundles:
•
•
•

1 Bottle: $39.95 + $6.95 Shipping
3 Bottles: $89.95 + $6.95 Shipping
6 Bottles: $119.70 + Free US Shipping

Immune 11X Refund Policy
A 60-day moneyback ensures backs Immune 11X. You can demand a total discount within 60 days
without any inquiries posed.

In case you're discontent with the impacts of Immune 11X under any condition, or then again assuming
you didn't essentially help your invulnerability in the wake of taking Immune 11X, you can demand a
total discount Immune 11X without any inquiries posed.
About Dr. Joshua Levitt
Dr. Joshua Levitt is the proprietor and administrator of Immune 11X. He likewise runs a comprehensive
health center in New England.
Dr. Levitt is a naturopathic specialist. He accentuates a blend of normal ingredients with current
medication. By consolidating reliable regular treatments with current logical investigations, Dr. Levitt
accepts individuals can accomplish incredible impacts. He considers it a "smartest possible solution"
approach, and Immune 11X is a demonstration of that methodology.
Last Word
Immune 11X is a safe help supplement made by Dr. Joshua Levitt and the group at Immune 11X. The
supplement utilizes 11 nutrients, minerals, spices, and plant concentrates to help the resistance in
different ways.
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By taking Immune 11X day by day, you can purportedly update your body's normal protections,
supporting your insusceptibility in more than one way.
As a feature of a 2021 advancement, you can purchase a free jug of Immune 11X for simply a $12.95
transporting charge. Immune 11X likewise sells a three-bottle bundle at a limited pace of just $27.
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